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1. Introduction

The target audience for this manual is system designers and developers wanting to integrate a sensor, an
alarm device or an application (app) as a client to Skygd Response – Skygd’s cloud based alarm and event
handling system.

Becoming a Skygd Application Partner

Skygd AB is the developer and owner of Skygd Response, an open, cloud based, interconnectivity platform
providing alarm and event handling for the Internet of Things. To further expand the echo system around
Skygd Response with third party clients and applications, Skygd has established the Skygd Application
Partner Program. Participating in this program gives the partner the opportunity to offer his products and
services to a global market through Skygd and Skygd Response.
Becoming a Skygd Application Partner is easy and accomplished by the steps indicated in the following
diagram.

Figure 1.

Becoming a Skygd Application Partner

Being a Skygd Applications Partner brings several benefits:
•

A shortcut to a complete and market leading event handling solution for your device/app

•

A full Client Software Development Kit (SDK) including
o

Overview of Skygd Response and the development process

o

The Skygd Client API specification and example code

o

Access to the administrative system for Skygd Response

•

Technical support when integrating the client/app with Skygd Response

•

Acceptance test to validate the function of the client/app

•

Listing of the partner logo and URL at the Skygd commercial web site

•

Skygd logo and URL for listing on the partner’s web site

•

Opportunities for additional commercial agreements and joint sales

•

Possibility to sign up with regional response centres via Skygd
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The Client SDK

The Client SDK is available when you have signed the Skygd Client Software Development Kit (SDK) License
Agreement with Skygd AB. Contact Skygd at www skygd.eu and sales@skygd.eu for further details on how
to become a Skygd Applications Partner.

The Client SDK package comprises the following entities:
•

Skygd Client SDK Developer’s Manual in pdf format (this manual)

•

Skygd Client API Specification in pdf format

•

Skygd Alarm Flag Specification in pdf format

•

List of the default Skygd alarm codes and icons in pdf format

•

A Java file with examples of how the client API is used

•

Log in credentials to the Skygd administrative system for creating logical entities such as
users/objects, customers and event receptions for test purposes

•

Manual for the Skygd Administrative System in pdf format, describing how to work with the
administrative system to register objects, customers etc.

On partner request the Skygd Administrative API Specification can be made available as on-line
documentation via the Skygd administrative system.
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2. Skygd Response

When developing clients in devices and apps to be used with Skygd Response – Skygd’s cloud based alarm
and event handling solution – you should be familiar with the general architecture of the system and the
basic terminology used.

System Overview

Skygd Response uses a cloud based implementation of an alarm server having standardized and open
interfaces towards alarm clients in devices/apps, and both open and proprietary interfaces towards various
types of event receptions, such as response centres and specialized event handling systems. In addition to
the alarm server the Skygd Response solution also comprises an administrative system (Skygd Admin) for
managing subscribers to the services offered, the Skygd Personal Safety Apps for Android and iPhone, the
Skygd Mobile Response App for event reception in the field, and various accessories. Skygd takes complete
responsibility for the operation of the entire Skygd Response solution, including providing support to its
partners.

Figure 2.

System overview

A key feature of the Skygd alarm server is its ability to connect many, differently branded, types of client
devices and apps, thereby giving them instantaneous access to all the already connected event receptions.
Designing and integrating a client with the Skygd alarm server thus enables the client provider to market his
product together with a wide range of e.g. response centres, without the need for costly integration work for
each end every one of them.
Client interaction with the alarm server is done over an open and well documented client API, described in a
separate document in this SDK. The client-server communication uses messages that are passed as XML
messages over any type of mobile or fixed broadband connection capable of carrying the IP protocol 1.
Skygd Response is managed via a separate administrative system (Skygd Admin) having its own well-defined
API. On-line documentation of the API to the administrative system can be made available to Skygd partners
1

Other underlying communication protocols may also be employed but this requires customer specific development by Skygd.
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that want to develop or integrate their own client management system with Skygd Response. The on-line
documentation for this API is accessed via the administrative system when enabled.
The following diagram summarizes the principal entities and protocols used with the client SDK.

Figure 3.

Principal entities and protocols used with the client SDK

Important Concepts

Skygd Response is a complete event handling system for processing of security and personal care alarms
and for sensor detected events. To understand how to best integrate your product with Skygd Response and
to leverage the many functions available, you should familiarize yourself with the basic terminology and the
logical entities in the system, described in this section.

Alarm Transmitter, Object, Event and Event Reception

In Skygd Response events and alarms are generated by alarm transmitters, being either dedicated devices
and sensors or an app in e.g. a mobile phone. One or more alarm transmitters are associated with a unique
logical entity in Skygd Response, often referred to as an object (sometimes user). The object may be a live
person, but can also be a car, a house or some other entity e.g. in applications involving technical alarms.
Every object has relevant object information and rules for the handling of incoming events from the object
registered in Skygd Response.
The alarm transmitter has fixed or mobile Internet access and can send information about e.g. time and
physical location for the event, and this data is then combined with additional object information and the
relevant actions by Skygd Response before being forwarded to a designated event reception.
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Figure 4.

Object with several alarm transmitters, event and event reception

An object must have a valid subscription with Skygd and be connected to an event reception to raise an
alarm. The activation of the subscription and the assignment of the event reception can be done directly
when the object is registered in Skygd Response or later by a separate activation code.

Reseller, Customer and Sub-Customer

Skygd Response registers the objects and their alarm transmitters in a hierarchy of logical entities used for
administrative purposes: Resellers, Customers and Sub-customers. The object is the lowest level in this
hierarchy, but note that one single object can have several alarm transmitters (sensors, buttons) actually
generating the alarms.
Reseller
A reseller is a representative of Skygd products who can manage information in the Skygd administrative
system Skygd Admin. An administrator logging in to Skygd Admin with the permission “Reseller” can manage
information about all his customers and normally also manage information about the objects belonging to
these customers.
Customer 2
A customer is an organizational entity with objects subscribing to Skygd Response. All individual objects are
registered as belonging to a specific customer. An administrator logging in with the permission “Customer”
normally manages the information about the objects belonging to his customer, if this is not done by the
reseller.
Sub-Customer 3
If a customer has multiple subordinate organizational entities, these may be defined as separate subcustomers in Skygd Admin. The individual objects are then registered as belonging to a specific subcustomer, and an administrator logging in with permission “Sub-Customer” can only manage the objects
belonging to his sub-customer.

2
3

In some applications called area.
In some applications called sub-area or district.
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Figure 5.

Reseller, customer, sub-customer and objects with alarm transmitters

Administrator and Respondent

All information in Skygd Response is managed by the administrative system Skygd Admin. Using the menus
of Skygd Admin you can e.g. register new objects, assign them to the desired event reception and manage
information about them.
An administrator is a person at a reseller, customer, sub-customer or at an event reception who has been
authorized to log in to the Skygd administrative system and who can manage information about who can
raise an alarm, where an alarm is to be sent, what reports to generate etc. The username of the
administrator determines what information he/she can access and manage in Skygd Admin. Different
administrators may therefore see different views of the menus in the system, depending on what
permissions they have been given.
A respondent is a person who has been given the authority to log in as a event reception operator or act as
a resource in a distributed event reception using the app Skygd Mobile Response, i.e. a respondent is a
person that can receive and act on incoming alarms and events.
Permissions and other details, such as default language for administrators and respondents, is also managed
by logging in as an administrator with the correct authorization in Skygd Admin.
You log in as an administrator to Skygd Admin via the Internet. Logging in as a respondent to an alarm
reception, e.g. as a response centre operator, can also be done via the Internet.
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Figure 6.

The Skygd administrative system and the roles administrator and respondent

Event Reception Types

An event reception is a logical entity handling incoming alarms. Every object that is registered in Skygd
Response must also be assigned to an event reception handling events from this specific object.

Figure 7.

The three principal types of event receptions

Skygd Response uses three main types of event receptions:
1. Skygd’s distributed event reception where the logged in respondents may be geographically
distributed and for example use their mobile phones and the Skygd Mobile Response app to receive
and handle incoming events. The group of persons all receiving the same event indication is called a
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respondent group.
2. If the customer makes use of his own staff for monitoring incoming events, for example in an
operations centre, a reception etc., the customer may utilize Skygd’s cloud based response centre as
his private response centre, implemented as a cloud service accessed by a web browser over the
Internet.
3. The customer may choose that incoming events shall be sent to an external, manned, public
response centre, operated by a separate organization, e.g. a security company. In this case the
objects (users) and their action lists must also be registered with the public response centre, to
ensure that incoming events from Skygd Response are handled correctly. For some security
companies, registration with the public response centre can be done automatically from Skygd
Admin.

Distributed Event Reception

In a distributed event reception, an incoming event from a user is sent directly to the field staff, i.e. to one
or more respondents, who immediately can handle the alarm and act on it.
The incoming event is sent to all the respondents in a pre-defined respondent group. A respondent group
may for example be the persons working in a specific geographical area or persons that are specialists in
handling certain types of problems. A respondent group may include just one respondent and the same
respondent may simultaneously belong to one or multiple respondent groups.

Figure 8.

Respondents belong to one or more respondent groups

How the incoming events are distributed to the respondent groups is governed by rules called alarm
handlings registered in Skygd Response. The alarm handling defines which respondent group that will

receive the incoming event, and this may be set to depend on who raised it (the object), the location of the
object, time of day, alarm code etc. It is also possible to set up rules for how to handle an event that has not
been acted on by anyone in the primary respondent group within a pre-defined time (escalation of alarms).

When an object is registered in Skygd Admin the administrator defines which alarm handling that shall be
applied for this particular object, i.e. to which respondent group the object’s alarms/events will be sent,
when the alarm reception has one or more respondent groups.
A special case of distributed event reception is resource callout, which means that an incoming event is first
sent to a response centre operator in a manned response centre, where the operator then assigns the event
to the respondent who shall act on it.
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Figure 9. The rules – the alarm handlings – registered in Skygd Response define how the events and
alarms shall be distributed.

Flags, Alarm Codes and Alarm Handlings

As described in Skygd Client API Specification, the communication between client and Skygd alarm server is
based on XML-messages with attributes. The principal XML-message to signal that an event has occurred is
<T_ALARM>, having numerous mandatory and optional attributes specifying the ID of the event generating
object, its location etc. One of the optional <T-ALARM> attributes is flags that can be used for classifying the
type of event, which is of importance for the subsequent event handling.
Skygd Response includes the possibility to set up translation tables where one or more flags are interpreted
as signalling the event type, thus generating a specific alarm code for further processing by Skygd Response
or for forwarding to external systems. The alarm code can for example be used as one of the input
parameters to an alarm handling that determines to which event reception (which respondent group) the
event shall be forwarded. Setting up the flag translation tables can be done by a partner logging in to Skygd
Admin with the appropriate permissions and the alarm handlings are then manged from Skygd Admin by the
designated administrators.
The following figure illustrates the relations between flag, alarm code and alarm handling. Note that several
flags can be linked to and generate the same alarm code.
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Figure 10. Flags, alarm codes and alarm handlings are used to forward the event to the correct respondent.

Skygd’s Cloud Based Response Centre

Skygd’s cloud based response centre is a function in Skygd Response showing alarm lists and alarm pages
that a response centre operator – the respondent - can access via his web browser. At the response centre
an incoming event is normally presented as a line in an alarm list together with an audible alarm signal. The
response centre operator may use the alarm list indication to access an alarm page with additional details
about the alarm. The information displayed is a combination of static data already registered in Skygd
Response and new dynamic data generated by the alarm transmitter.
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Figure 11. Example of an alarm page

Indoor Positioning

The Skygd indoor positioning system utilizes battery powered
beacons that can be located automatically at an alarm by a
phone running the Skygd Personal Safety app. Using the
beacons, the phone can send information on exactly on what
floor and in which room the user raising the alarm is located.
Skygd Admin is used to register the location and other details
about the beacons, to be displayed at an incoming alarm.

Figure 12. Indoor beacon
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3. Integrating New Clients with the Skygd Alarm Server

Integrating new clients and applications with the Skygd Alarm Server comprises a set of consecutive steps,
as summarized below and further described in the following chapters.
1. Study the Skygd SDK Developer’s Manual, the Skygd Client API specification and the Java example
code carefully.

2. Adapt your client device/app to the API for the Skygd alarm server.
3. Study the Manual for the Skygd Administrative System and define a set of objects (users), customers
and private event receptions (alarm receptions), using your log in credentials to the Skygd
administrative system. Note the importance of defining the logical entities object, sub-customer
(sub-area) and customer (area) in a way that corresponds to your application. An object may be a
person, a machine, a building or a whole campus, depending on what identity you want the
incoming event to be associated with and searchable on.
4. Test your client device/app towards the designated test environment at Skygd (sandbox.skygd.net)
with the test objects and event receptions you created. Verify that your client device/app functions
correct.
5. Document the detailed use of the Skygd client API in your client device/app and compile a test
version of the code that can be run towards the designated test environment.
6. Send the documentation and a test version of the code to Skygd. The compiled code and its
documentation will be used to test certain signalling flows and the fault handling. If the test version
of the code requires special hardware, the test can be performed together with the partner during a
teleconference session. The test will verify that your implementation is unlikely to disrupt the
operation of the live Skygd alarm server.
7. Validate your device/app in an acceptance test towards the live Skygd alarm server together with
Skygd. An official approval certificate for the client device/app will be issued by Skygd.
Note: Any future change of your client device/app that affects the use of the Skygd
client API or the activation of alarms implies that the device/app must be revalidated in
a separate acceptance test, before it may be used with the Skygd alarm server.
8. Your client device/app is now ready to be used with the Skygd alarm server when a commercial
agreement with Skygd has been signed.
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4. The Skygd Client API

The Skygd client API is described in the separate document Skygd Client API specification, which is included
in the SDK.
The API comprises XML messages for logging in, raising alarms and updating alarm information with
additional information. Most of the messages and their attributes are optional.

Alarm Flags

Alarms and other events can be classified by flags that are sent to the Skygd Alarm Server in the alarm
message <T_ALARM>. The flags are optional but can give the Alarm Server additional information for
handling the event. A flag can for example generate that a predefined text string is shown on the alarm
page. One or more flags can also be associated with a Skygd alarm code, which may be used by the rules
(alarm handlings) set by the administrator to determine where to send the alarm and what other actions
that should be initiated. The flags can also be used for basic filtering. For example, the special flag 999 is
used to indicate that an alarm should be treated as a service alarm and by default just be logged in the
system and normally not presented to any response center operator.
Skygd Response uses a set of default flags – globally supported flags – that also may be used by clients
developed by partners. In addition to the global flags it is also possible to use custom flags. An SDK partner
may for example use flags in the number range 900 to 950 during the development process.
Before client validation a list of custom flags can be sent to Skygd who will then give them new system wide
unique flag numbers. The list is just a list of the custom flag numbers and the associated English (optionally
Swedish) sentence that is to be displayed on the alarm page.

Skygd Alarm Codes

Incoming events are assigned numerical alarm codes by Skygd Response based on the attributes of the
alarm message <T_ALARM>. The alarm code can be used as input parameter to alarm handlings, which are
used by the administrator to set where to route the event indication, and also steer how the event is
presented to the respondent. The document Event categories, events, alarm codes and associated icons
used in the Skygd system lists the Skygd alarm codes and the default presentation icon associated with each
code. The icon is for example used to indicate type of alarm in the Skygd Mobile Response app.
Additional alarm codes and icons for specific applications may be developed by Skygd on request.

5. The Java Code Example

The SDK includes a file containing a Java coded example of how to use the Client API. The code is a partial
implementation of an alarm client and comprises sequences showing how to register the client with the
Skygd alarm server, send an alarm and update the position and picture related to the alarm.

6. Testing the Client

What you need in order to test your client

Your client device/app can be tested towards a designated, “safe”, test environment at Skygd. You reach the
test environment via the Internet at
sandbox.skygd.net
The test environment is NOT intended to be used for any real alarms as it is not deployed in a high
availability mode. However, the system behaves exactly as the Skygd live alarm server. Skygd will make
reasonable effort to keep the test environment available; however, it may have shorter periods of downtime
also during normal office hours.
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In order to test the functionality of your client device/app with the alarm server, you need to create a set of
fictitious customers, objects and event receptions (alarm receptions) in Skygd. You use the cloud based
Skygd administrative system to create these test entities, hence you also need the log in credentials to this
system.

Test objects, test customers and using private response centres

The Client SDK includes log in credentials to the Skygd administrative system for registration and
management of your test customers and their test objects. Note that the administrative pages have different
content and offers different functionality depending on the permissions allocated to your log in credentials.
The following steps are needed to set up the necessary test entities at Skygd for your client device/app:
1. Access the Skygd administrative system via Internet at
http://www.skygd.eu
where you click Skygd Online.
As an alternative you can access the log in page of the administrative system directly at
https://admin2.skygd.net
Log in by entering your username and the password you received from Skygd.
2. Study the Manual for the Skygd Administrative System (included in the SDK) and especially the
section on the work process described in chapter 3 of the manual. Also note that further details
about the administrative system can be found on the help pages of the system, accessed by clicking
the
symbol.
3. Register one or more test customers (chapter 4 of the Manual for the Skygd Administrative System).
Create one or more event receptions (alarm receptions) for test purposes as described in chapter 5
of the Manual for the Skygd Administrative System.
4. Register one or more test objects (users) and connect them to the private response centres you
have created (chapter 6 of the Manual for the Skygd Administrative System).
5. Log in to one of your event receptions with the log in credentials you defined when you created the
reception. You can now act as an operator at the event reception, being able to see and manage
incoming events/alarms generated by your client device/app.
6. You are now ready to start the testing.

Getting Support from Skygd

Skygd will provide limited support for the set-up and connection to the Skygd test environment if required. It
will be up to the discretion and general work situation at Skygd that decide level and amount of support that
can be provided at any instance.
If support is requested beyond what Skygd consider to be beyond a reasonable effort, Skygd reserves the
right to charge for the additional support.

Pre-qualification Test by Skygd

Your testing should lead up to a working client device/app that performs the intended functions together
with the Skygd alarm server without any faults. When your tests are completed, you should prepare a
detailed documentation of how the client/app uses the Skygd client API and a version of the related code
compiled for the Skygd test environment.
Send the documentation and the test version of the code to Skygd. The code and its documentation will be
used in a pre-qualification test of certain signalling flows and the fault handling. If the test version of the
code requires special hardware, the pre-qualification test can be performed together with the partner during
a teleconference session. The objective of the pre-qualification test is to verify that your implementation is
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unlikely to disrupt the operation of the live Skygd alarm server.
When the test version has passed the pre-qualification test, the client device/app is ready for the acceptance
test described in the next chapter.

7. Process for Client Validation

Client validation is done by an acceptance test of the final client device/app code and its function together
with the live Skygd alarm server.
Note: Before any acceptance test can be started, the pre-qualification test described on page
16 has to be performed and approved by Skygd.
The Skygd Application Partner is responsible for the performance and all testing of his developed code and
(if applicable) hardware. The client validation will only focus on message sequences and that the procedure
for triggering alarm is reasonable; it must for example not create too many false alarms.
The client validation encompasses the following main steps:
1. Provide Skygd with a well-documented program version of the client device/app, compiled for the
test (Sandbox) environment, see page 16 about the pre-qualification test.
2. When qualified, the Skygd application partner makes the final software version compiled for the live
alarm server and any necessary hardware available to Skygd engineers.
3. Skygd engineers will analyse the application from an alarm triggering point of view to make sure
that it will not trigger false alarms too easily.
4. Skygd will perform a set of software tests focused on message sequences with special focus on error
handling and critical (corner) cases.
5. Skygd will assign client specific information to the code that should be included in the final release of
the software.
6. An official approval certificate for the client device/app will be issued by Skygd when the acceptance
test has been successfully completed.
Note: If message sequences or the way(s) alarms are triggered are changed in the device
client/app after its approval, a new client validation has to be performed by Skygd before the
client may be used with the Skygd alarm server.
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